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Zhuang Xue Zhong & Gean Lim to bring nostalgia to
Resorts World Genting
Popular duo renowned for their classic hits to weave magic with their
concert at the Arena of Stars on 6 January 2018
Genting Highlands, 15 December 2017 – The action never ceases at Malaysia's leading
integrated leisure and entertainment resort—and for some nostalgic moments at a
concert, you won't go wrong opting for an evening with Zhuang Xue Zhong and Gean Lim.
That is, if you are a lover of classic Chinese songs delivered masterfully by accomplished
singers like Zhuang and Lim—two well-loved Malaysian performers known for their
prolific streak.
Zhuang Xue Zhong & Gean Lim Live in Genting will be held at the Arena of Stars on 6
January 2018, 8.30pm.
Zhuang, whose singing style is often compared to that of renowned Taiwanese singer
Luo Shi Feng, can be expected to entertain with the many hit songs that have brought
him popularity since his debut album, Your Back, in 1986.
Zhuang's claim to fame includes the 30 albums under his belt. The prolific singer has
recorded more than 800 classic songs such as Lang Zi Lei, Bao Qing Tian, Lao Zi You Qian,
and Qi Miao De Yue Hui. He is also noted for having won more than 150 awards in
various singing competitions—another fact that sets him apart from his peers.
Zhuang continues to capture the attention of fans wherever he performs—and he has
performed all over the world, in countries like China, Singapore and Indonesia. He, in
fact, has the good fortune of celebrating his longevity in show business—his 30th
anniversary in the music scene. In 2008, he celebrated two decades in showbiz with a
concert in Malaysia, and his upcoming concert at Resorts World Genting is a repeat of
that—only this time it marks his 30th anniversary in the field.
Gean Lim can claim to be as talented and prolific as Zhuang. Renowned for her Mandarin
and Hokkien hits, the singer has taken part in more than 300 singing competitions and
has won more than 150 of them. The singer made an impact with her first Hokkien
album in 2009 and has continued to win over fans since then.

Tickets for the concert are priced at RM260 (VIP), RM170 (PS1), RM120 (PS2), and RM80
(PS3). Ticket prices subject to RM4 processing fee. Genting Rewards Card (GRC)
members enjoy a 10% discount when they purchase via Genting Point Redemption and
cash or credit card. This is applicable for all price scales. Admission is one ticket per
person applicable to adults, children of all ages and infants.
For more information, call +603 2718 1118 or visit www.rwgenting.com
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